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Market Today
The different manufacturers all have their own software which is very difficult to use and is
not available for every service provider because the software is locked.
Actually
ATMs fail regularly with
technical problems
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resulting in high cost for the
maintenance companies because
of too long repair times and
unnecessary material consumption
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Our Solution „One Fits All“ diagPRO
diagPRO is the first multi-vendor diagnostic software for ATMs, designed for use on ATMs from different manufacturers.
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Efficient and very fast fault
diagnosis
May be freely purchased by all
maintenance companies and
banks under license
Saves the maintenance companies
time and money due to faster
repairs and reduced spare part
requirements
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Development of our own diagnostic software for all ATMs based
on a worldwide standard
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CEN/XFS
is a worldwide software standard used in the ATM industry.

Intuitive user interface
Easy to use with many graphics and a traffic light principle.

Remote Capable
In the future, the diagPRO agent will supply existing monitoring systems with service data.

Client Server Architecture
Designed to work on tablets and mobile devices in the future.

diagPRO Stick
With a special USB stick, the highest level of security is
guaranteed
Multivendor Diagnostic
One fits all! For all ATM Vendors you will be able to use one tool.

Windows Based
Based on Microsoft Windows to embed seamlessly in the
banking industry.

Available Versions
In order to be able to respond to different customer environm ents and customer wishes, there are three different versions
of diagPRO. The ATM embedded version is used on the ATM. The diagPRO bootable version is started via the USB stick and comes
with its own Windows operating system. With the notebook direct connect version, components are tested via the technician's
notebook using a USB cable.
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ATM embedded
version
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of Security
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Future development

Service App

Firewall / Identity Management

To offer the service technician the best possible support, diagPRO is constantly being developed further and receives helpful new
functions with each new version. For example, he is already supported in the search for spare parts and in the future, tablets or
mobile phones can be used for diagnosis.
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Overview Product License diagPRO
The current version supports the manufacturer Diebold Nixdorf with its products ProCash and CINEO. In further development, Opteva
and Diebold Series will be supported, followed by products from the manufacturer NCR.
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Modular Concept
diagPRO is equipped with a modular rights management! This allows
extensions of functions or additional components without changing the
software on the agent or the diagPRO stick.
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Release Version diagPRO WN
The following screenshots are some examples to give you an impression of the appearance of diagPRO

Welcome Page
Component Overview

Sensor Overview and Functions
Cassette Overview and Status

Intuitive user interface. Easy to use with many graphics and a traffic
light principle.
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Who we are

Guido Walther


Founding member and acting CEO


Guido brings over the 32 years + experience in the banking

self service industry to diagATM

He held various management positions in the area of multi-

vendor SW development and implementation before taking on
responibility for the global services processes at Diebold Nixdorf

Guido as such has a complete end-to-end understanding of

the multi-vendor self service environment and the technical
challenges provided to the players in this segment

Ekkehard Fabel


Founding member and Businesspartner


Ekkehard was Managing Director of NCR Germany for

20+ years before founding the company ATM Desk,
which is specialized in diagnostics SW for NCR ATMs

Here Ekkahard was CEO for 18 years before selling the

company

Ekkehard

combines his technical expertise with a sound
background in sales & marketing
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